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1000 Word CartoonsVolume 2: Words 334-667

"It will be tremendously useful to post-docs and graduate students alike (and perhaps even
some junior faculty!)"Adrian M. Owen, Professor and Canada Excellence Research Chair,
Western University"This a straightforward and practical summary of graduate research
experience that provides a lot of good common sense guidance for any graduate student." "Ling
and Yang summarize the practical aspects of the expectations for the modern graduate student.
They will all benefit." Randy Goebel, Professor of University of Alberta"Crafting your Research
Future" is unique book, a valuable and methodological guide to young researchers. I enjoy
reading it and learned a lot from it." "Want to have a successful research career? This one is a
nice guidance and companion!" Jiawei Han, Abel Bliss Professor, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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nh, “Wonderfully Clever and Entertaining Book!. Great way to help teens prepare for the SAT. It is
a collection of (mostly) comical and often zany drawings which, in tandem with mnemonics,
serves to foster vocabulary building.Learning the definitions of words can be difficult or at best,
boring. Not so with the author's skillful combination of cartoons and word sounds. As a learning
tool the format is often fun here because most of the images are, simply funny. Many are
straightforward like judicious judge or gentlemen gentry, but for the most part Dr. Furnell allows
no limit to thinking outside the box to get a point across. Visuals and sounds combine to create
associations like "ebullient bulls" that scamper across the page to provide a slam dunk for
definition retention. Ditto for fickle pickle, lavish radish, enfranchised French fries, etc. Today's
teens who've grown up enjoying the wacky world of Sponge Bob's Bikini Bottom, would certainly
seem to be a receptive audience.Sprinkled throughout the book are delightful examples of
alliteration and assonance. In addition to making learning more palatable for kids, the volume is
a showcase for the fluid mind and artistic talent of the author.”

Tool Guy, “great books. child very happy with book”

The book by Baby Professor has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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